In order to improve efficiency of the body-fitted Cartesian grid method and to make it possible to apply a geometry which includes complicated features such as small gaps, an extruded ghost surface is utilized. In the proposed approach, the grid front is generated by Cartesian grid generation over the ghost surface instead of the near-surface cell removal, which results in the faster turnaround and the flexibility to handle complicated geometry. By controlling length of an extrusion displacement vector, layer grid thickness, and by controlling grid resolution in a effective way such as sphere-type sources, an arbitrarily-shaped grid front can be obtained. As a result of this flexible capability to generate the arbitrarily-shaped grid front, body-fitted Cartesian grid method has been successfully extended to handle narrow gap problems.
I. Introduction
ince an aerodynamic discipline is one of the dominant factors in the conceptual design of space transportation systems, wide range of aerodynamic analysis is required to obtain the aerodynamic data and to understand the flow mechanisms. Since vehicle's flight trajectory is directly influenced by its aerodynamic characteristics, an aerodynamic analysis should be performed with sufficient accuracy even in the early design stages. In addition, tremendous numbers of design variables should be considered such as fuselage, wing shape, aerodynamic fins and so on, and resulting airframe becomes complicated in shape. In addition, the free-stream dynamic pressure is larger especially under the subsonic and transonic speed regime and the vehicle's aerodynamic characteristics shows nonlinear behavior due to the viscous-effect-dominant flows. Thus, the viscous flow computation is essential even in early design stages. In addition wide variety of aerodynamic prediction should be done under various flow conditions. In order to achieve promising aerodynamic design by exploring wide range of design space, rapid and still accurate aerodynamic analysis method is crucial.
Currently, development activities of next generation expendable launch vehicles are under way at Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). In addition, conceptual study of reusable launch vehicle is also in progress. As mentioned above aerodynamic design is key issue for successful development of space transportation systems. An establishment of the rapid and still accurate aerodynamic analysis method for the use in early design stage is the final goal of this study. The method should have capability to handle high Reynolds number turbulent viscous flow over complicated geometry. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has superior advantages for the use in the early design stage. Therefore, CFD analysis has been widely utilized in many practical design applications. Especially in case of the high Reynolds number viscous flow over the complicated geometries, unstructured prismatic/tetrahedral hybrid grid method [1] [2] [3] has been matured as a most promising approach in the last twenty years. However, since the layer grid generation over the complicated geometry still requires an experience of the specialist and long working time. Flow structures such as shock waves, flow separation pattern change with the flow conditions. In order to estimate aerodynamic characteristics accurately, enough grid points should be distributed in the important flow structure area. When parametric aerodynamic study is performed by using unstructured hybrid grid method, the computational grid should be re-generated respectively for each flow condition due to the difficulty of solution adaptive mesh refinement. It is too expensive to use in the early design stages. While structured over-set grid method is also established approach to tackle high Reynolds number viscous flows 4 . For our purpose, it is also too expensive for the use in early design stages of space transportation system. While, there has been a renewed interest in using Cartesian grids for complicated geometries. Cartesian grid-based approach has superior advantages for the use in early design stages such as short turnaround, accuracy, and favorable usability requiring less expertise as comparing with hybrid grids. In last decade, continuing research effort has been made to extend Cartesian grid method for the high Reynolds number viscous flow computations. Many preferable advantages of Cartesian-grid based viscous flow computation are reported such as geometrical flexibility, capability of solution adaptive grid refinement, and efficiency of filling three dimensional space [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These are strong advantages to achieve rapid and still accurate aerodynamic analysis method for an aerodynamic study in early design stage. In Fig. 1 , CFD technology map for aerodynamic analysis of launch vehicle is shown, in which vertical axis shows turnaround time and horizontal axis shows accuracy of the computed result. Our target is to establish the aerodynamic analysis method whose accuracy is same as structured over-set, which can handle complicated geometry same as unstructured hybrid grids and much less expensive than all others. There exit two approaches for the Cartesian grid-based viscous flow computation as shown in Fig. 2 . One is "Hybrid grid approach" in which prismatic layer grid is used to resolve surface shape, the other is "Body-fitted Cartesian grid approach" in which the layer grid is generated by the projection of the grid front as shown in right of Fig. 2 . Although Cartesian grid-based over-set method is suitable for moving body problem, the discontinuous interface appears between layer and volume cells, it is difficult to use the computational grid for other purpose rather than CFD such as structural analysis and so on. Therefore, body-fitted Cartesian grid method was selected and studied to establish the rapid and still accurate aerodynamic analysis method in the present authors' previous studies 13, 14 . In the body-fitted Cartesian grid method, layer grid is generated by the projection of grid front onto the surface. Thus, surface grid is resulting in the foot print of the grid front. There exist various geometrical features in the airframe shape such as trailing edge line and wing and fuselage joint. These features should be resolved by surface grid nodes. Without any treatment, geometrical features are not resolved with the surface grid as shown in right of Fig. 3 . In order to preserve features, optimization-based feature capturing method was developed in the present authors' past study 17 . It was clarified that the method is robust to capture various types of geometrical features.
In this study, further improvements in robustness and an efficiency of computational grid are pursued. Objectives of this study are following. In section II, process overview of body-fitted Cartesian grid method is described and background for each objectives are also given. In section III, technique to improve efficiency of grid front generation is discussed. In section IV, explicit grid resolution control method is discussed. In section V, technique to extend body-fitted Cartesian grid method to narrow gap problem is discussed. Finally the paper is concluded with the discussion on demonstration cases in section VI.
II. Body-fitted Cartesian Grid Method
In Fig. 4 , overview of the procedure of body-fitted Cartesian grid method is shown. Initially A) Cartesian grid is generated over the body, and B) the near-surface Cartesian cells are removed to obtain the Cartesian grid front (CF) which covers the body. Then, C) CF is smoothed by using Laplace-type equation. Before the projection of CF, D) successive grid nodes on CF are selected to capture geometric features. Finally E) the smoothed CF is projected onto the surface to obtain single layer cell. In order to improve grid quality, F) surface grid is smoothed. In order to resolve viscous boundary layer flow, G) single layer grid is clustered in the normal direction.
Background of objective 1
Since near-surface cell removal is based on the distance between cell nodes and the surface, this operation requires time-consuming closest point search for each candidate near-surface Cartesian cells. Computational time for step B) is almost half of the total required time. In the grid generation for DLR-F6 wing-body model, when geometry element number is 97942 and number of resulting volume Cartesian cell is 72759, total turnaround time is about 12 minutes, while required time for Cartesian front generation is about 5 minutes by using DELL precision 670 whose CPU is Xeon 2.8 GHz. Since required time for closest point search is proportional to the number of geometry element number, if number of element number becomes large situation becomes worse. In section III, technique to improve efficiency of grid front generation is discussed. In the generation of initial volume Cartesian cells, geometric adaptive grid refinement technique is used to refine intersected cell (cut cell). For each refinement step, cell level gap between the Cartesian cell and neighbor cell is monitored not to be more than one. Therefore, by this treatment cells surrounding refined cell are also refined as shown in Fig. 5 . By specifying large cell level for geometric adaptive grid refinement, the volume cell resolution can be controlled. However, specification of large cell level might result in the excessive number of cells. Since Cartesian grid can be easily refined, more straightforward and explicit technique to control volume cell resolution is developed and discussed in section IV.
Background of objective 3
In the design of space transportation system, the geometries with the narrow gap such as high lift devices, rocket engine nozzle and body joint should be considered. In body-fitted Cartesian grid method, the body should be covered entirely with the Cartesian grid front to obtain valid layer grid. Therefore, during removal of near-surface cell in the narrow gap region, special treatment is taken for the distance of the removal. Without any treatment, the grid front results in the undesirable situation as shown in right of Fig. 6 . Key issue to handle narrow gaps with bodyfitted Cartesian grid method is how to obtain valid Cartesian grid front which covers body entirely as shown in left of Fig.6 . Technique to handle narrow gap problem is discussed in section V.
III. Efficiency Improvement of Grid Front Generation
In the present authors past studies 13, 14 , in order to obtain Cartesian grid front, near-surface Cartesian cells are removed based on the distance from the body surface. Since this process requires closest point search between each cell vertex and numerous triangle surface elements, it takes long time to finish this process. In Table 1 , breakdown of processing time for grid generation over rocket geometry is shown. For this problem, workstation PC with Intel (R) Xeon CPU 2.8 GHz is used. Geometry input file has 161760 triangle elements, and resulting volume grid consists of about 487000 cells. As shown in Table. 1, processing time for Cartesian grid front generation is about half of total. This processing time becomes larger as the number of removal cell and surface triangle elements increase. In order to reduce this processing time, new Cartesian grid front generation method is proposed in the present study as shown in Fig. 7 . By extruding input surface outward based on the normal vector on the surface nodes, ghost surface is generated as shown in (A) of Fig. 7 . Then, the volume Cartesian grid is generated over this ghost surface. Since there is distance between input and the ghost surface, the layer grid can be generated in this space. In the present method, the Cartesian grid front is obtained simply by generation of Cartesian grid over the ghost surface. Processing time for Cartesian grid front generation is remarkably reduced. As shown in Table. 1, it takes 5 minutes to obtain Cartesian grid front by using the present method, which is three times faster than the original method. It should be noted that most of the processing time is computation time, human time is very small which is less than 10 % of total. Though it is effective to parallelize the code, the present code has not been parallelized yet. Computational time can be reduced future work of parallelization and improvement of a computer performance.
Since this distance corresponds to the layer grid thickness, layer grid thickness can be controlled by changing displacement vector length for the surface extrusion. This ghost surface is used also for the narrow gap treatment will be discussed in section V. Ghost surface and Cartesian cells generated for DLR-F6 wing-body model are shown in Fig. 8 . 
IV. Explicit Grid Resolution Control
In body-fitted Cartesian grid method resulting surface grid corresponds to the footprint of Cartesian grid front, the grid resolution is controlled by the refinement of Cartesian cells in the Cartesian grid front generation process. Since it is easy to refine the Cartesian cells, straight forward and explicit grid resolution control method can be used. In the present study, sphere-type surface and volume sources are used as shown in Fig. 9 . By specification of the center coordinate and radius, sphere can be defined in the computational space. For each sphere source, desired cell level or length scale is specified as the grid resolution control parameter. In case of volume source, Cartesian cell inside the sphere is refined until the cell level reaches specified cell level as shown in left of Fig. 9 . In case of surface source, Cartesian cut cell which intersects with body inside the sphere will be refined as shown in right of Fig. 9 .
This grid resolution control method is simple but powerful when the sphere center coordinates are given in the effective way. One of the examples for effect of the sphere source is shown in Fig. 10 . In this example, sphere-type volume sources are generated along the feature line. As a result, Cartesian grid front facets near the feature line are smaller than others. Consequently, corresponding surface grid facets are also smaller as shown in right of Fig. 10 .
Volume Source over feature line In the computational grid generation by usual prismatic/tetrahedral hybrid grid method, the volume grid resolution is controlled by changing adjacent surface grid resolution. Thus, it is difficult to control volume grid resolution explicitly. In body-fitted Cartesian grid method, the volume grid is generated before the surface grid generation. By using sphere-type sources, volume Cartesian cells can be refined locally as shown in Fig. 11 . If all of the specified cell level is same among sources, resulting volume Cartesian cells inside the volume sources have same cell level, which is favorable to capture longitudinal vertical flows as shown in left of Fig. 11 . By using body-fitted Cartesian grid method, volume and surface cells can be refined without the cell quality degeneracy. Cartesian cell can be subdivided into 8 cells by using octree data structure.
Body-fitted Cartesian grid generated near flange of rocket configuration is shown in Fig. 12 . Airframe often consists of small parts, such as flange, pitot tube and so on. By using sphere-type volume sources over the flange with sufficiently small cell level specification, the computational grid is found to be successfully generated.
Another grid resolution control method is used in this study, each triangle elements of input surface can be colored based on the desired cell level. Cartesian cut cell which intersects with colored elements are refined until its cell level reaches specified resolution. This "colored geometry element grid resolution control" is used to handle narrow gap. 
V. Narrow Gap Treatment
In the narrow gap region layer grid thickness should be controlled to be sufficiently small value. If the layer grid thickness is appropriately controlled, valid Cartesian grid front is obtained as shown in left of Fig. 6 . Cartesian grid front should cover input surface entirely to generate layer grid. In order to handle narrow gap region, geometry elements in the narrow gap region is firstly detected and listed. Then, for each listed triangle elements, sufficiently small length of the displacement vector is given to control the layer grid thickness during the ghost surface generation process. Ghost surface is generated based on the specified displacement vector length. After generating ghost surface, Cartesian cut cell which intersect with the triangle elements in the narrow gap region is refined until the cell level reaches sufficiently smaller value so that valid Cartesian grid front is obtained. Once valid Cartesian grid front is obtained, following process is the same as other geometries as shown in Fig. 7 . Detailed description is given as follows for each step.
Detection of narrow gaps
In Fig. 13 , overview of the narrow gap detection procedure is shown. For each geometry element, following equation is used to identify whether the elements is in the narrow gap region or not.
, , θ θ Ghost surface generation to handle narrow gap Ghost surface is generated by the extrusion of geometry nodes toward the outside based on the displacement normal vectors on each geometry nodes on the surface. Length of the displacement vector for the narrow gap elements is specified to be small so that valid Cartesian grid front is obtained as shown in Fig. 15 . Currently this length is given by the user, but this value can be intelligently calculated. This task is the future topic.
Cartesian grid front generation with grid resolution control in narrow gap region Cartesian grid is generated over the ghost surface obtained in the previous step to obtain Cartesian grid front. In order to obtain valid Cartesian grid front, Cartesian cut cell which intersects with narrow gap elements on ghost surface is refined to be sufficiently small as shown in left of Fig. 15 . By this treatment, valid Cartesian grid front is obtained as shown in Figs. 15 and 16 . Corresponding computational grids are also shown in same figures. As shown in these figures, body-fitted Cartesian grid method is successfully extended for narrow gap problems.
VI. Conclusion
In order to exploit advantages of body-fitted Cartesian grid method, an improvement of efficiency for the grid front generation, development of the explicit grid resolution control method, and an extension to narrow gap geometry were conducted. In order to obtain Cartesian grid front, the ghost surface is generated by the extrusion of the input geometry surface. Then, instead of the near-surface cell removal, Cartesian grid is generated over the ghost surface. This approach is simple and much faster than that of the previous approaches. Through the demonstration cases of DLR-F6 wing-body model, its impact on the turnaround time was confirmed to be large. By changing the displacement vector length for the ghost surface generation, the layer grid thickness can be explicitly controlled. In order to control grid resolution, sphere-type source is employed and each has desired grid resolution parameter. Cartesian cells inside the sphere are refined until its cell level reaches the specified desired grid resolution. By addition of sphere sources along the features, the grid resolution near the feature can be controlled easily.
In order to handle narrow gap geometry, narrow gap region is firstly detected based on the face normal vector information, then the length of displacement vector on the nodes of narrow gap region is specified to be sufficiently small to prevent extrusion vector collapse. Then, for all of the geometry faces in the narrow gap region, desired grid resolution length is specified appropriately to obtain valid Cartesian grid front. Through the demonstration cases of high lift device and rocket configuration, it was shown that the body-fitted Cartesian grid method was successfully extended to apply narrow gap problem.
